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To stay competitive, your company must 
drive top-line growth. And innovation is 
the engine for that growth. But if you’re re-
lying solely on internal innovation—new 
products and services developed by your 
own R&D team—your engine may be sput-
tering. Why? For many firms, R&D produc-
tivity is flattening while innovation bud-
gets are climbing faster than revenues.

A better approach to innovation? The con-
nect and develop method. Through this 
radical alternative, you connect with exter-
nal sources of new ideas: university and 
government labs, Web-based talent mar-
kets, suppliers, even competitors. Then you 
develop those ideas into profitable new or 
refined products—swiftly and cheaply—
using your firm’s R&D, manufacturing, and 
marketing prowess.

Procter & Gamble used connect and de-
velop to launch Pringles Prints—a line of 
potato crisps printed with entertaining 
pictures and words—in record time and at 
a fraction of the normal cost. Instead of 
looking inside for solutions to the problem 
of how to print images on crisps, P&G 
searched its global networks of individuals 
and institutions. It discovered a small bakery 
in Italy, run by a university professor who 
had invented an ink-jet method for print-
ing edible images on cakes and cookies. 
P&G adapted the method—and its 
North American Pringles business scored 
double-digit growth.

To use connect and develop:

 

KNOW W HERE TO LOOK

 

Before scouring the world for ideas you might 
develop into profitable products, clarify what 
you’re looking for:

• Identify consumer needs. Ask business 
unit leaders which consumer needs, when 
satisfied, will drive their brands’ growth. 
Translate needs into briefs describing 
problems to solve. Consider where you 
might seek solutions.

Example:
P&G unit managers identified a need for 
laundry detergent that cleans effectively in 
cold water. They decided to search for rele-
vant innovations in chemistry and biotech-
nology solutions that enable products to 
work well at low temperatures. Possibilities 
included labs studying enzymatic reac-
tions in microbes that thrive under polar 
caps.

• Identify adjacencies. Ask which new 
product categories, related to your current 
categories, can enhance your existing 
brand equity. Then seek innovative ideas in 
those categories.

Example:

 

P&G expanded its Crest brand beyond 
toothpaste to include whitening strips, 
power toothbrushes, and flosses.

 

LEVERAGE YOUR NETWORKS

 

Cultivate both proprietary and open networks 
whose members may have promising ideas.

Example:
P&G’s proprietary networks include its top 15 
suppliers, who collectively have 50,000 R&D 
staff. It created a secure IT platform to share 
problem briefs with these suppliers—who 
can’t see others’ responses to briefs. One 
chemical supplier, for example, may have 

ideas for making detergent perfume last 
longer after clothes finish drying.

P&G’s open networks include NineSigma, a 
company that connects interested corpora-
tions with universities, government and 
private labs, and consultants that can de-
velop solutions to science and technology 
problems. NineSigma creates briefs describ-
ing contracting companies’ problems and 
sends them to thousands of possible solu-
tion providers worldwide.

 

DISTRIBUTE AND SCREEN IDEAS

 

You’ve identified ideas for refining and fur-
ther commercializing existing products or 
for employing technology solutions to cre-
ate new products. Now distribute these ideas 
internally—ensuring that managers screen 
them for potential.

Example:

 

At P&G, product ideas are logged on P&G’s 
online “eureka catalog,” through a template 
documenting pertinent facts—such as cur-
rent sales of existing products or patent 
availability for a new technology. The docu-
ment goes to P&G general managers, brand 
managers, and R&D teams worldwide. 
Product ideas are also promoted to relevant 
business line managers, who gauge their 
business potential and identify possible ob-
stacles to development.

 

PROMOTE OPENNESS TO EXTERNAL IDEAS

 

Encourage use of outside ideas. For example, 
P&G rewards employees for speed of product 
development. Incentives thus favor innova-
tion developed from outside ideas, since 
these often move more quickly from concept 
to marketplace.
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Procter & Gamble’s radical strategy of open innovation now produces 

more than 35% of the company’s innovations and billions of dollars in 

revenue.

 

Procter & Gamble launched a new line of
Pringles potato crisps in 2004 with pictures
and words—trivia questions, animal facts,
jokes—printed on each crisp. They were an
immediate hit. In the old days, it might have
taken us two years to bring this product to
market, and we would have shouldered all of
the investment and risk internally. But by ap-
plying a fundamentally new approach to inno-
vation, we were able to accelerate Pringles
Prints from concept to launch in less than a
year and at a fraction of what it would have
otherwise cost. Here’s how we did it.

Back in 2002, as we were brainstorming
about ways to make snacks more novel and
fun, someone suggested that we print pop
culture images on Pringles. It was a great
idea, but how would we do it? One of our re-
searchers thought we should try ink-jetting
pictures onto the potato dough, and she used
the printer in her office for a test run. (You
can imagine her call to our computer help
desk.) We quickly realized that every crisp
would have to be printed as it came out of fry-

ing, when it was still at a high humidity and
temperature. And somehow, we’d have to pro-
duce sharp images, in multiple colors, even as
we printed thousands upon thousands of
crisps each minute. Moreover, creating edible
dyes that could meet these needs would re-
quire tremendous development.

Traditionally, we would have spent the bulk
of our investment just on developing a work-
able process. An internal team would have
hooked up with an ink-jet printer company
that could devise the process, and then we
would have entered into complex negotiations
over the rights to use it.

Instead, we created a technology brief that
defined the problems we needed to solve, and
we circulated it throughout our global net-
works of individuals and institutions to discover
if anyone in the world had a ready-made solu-
tion. It was through our European network
that we discovered a small bakery in Bologna,
Italy, run by a university professor who also
manufactured baking equipment. He had in-
vented an ink-jet method for printing edible
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images on cakes and cookies that we rapidly
adapted to solve our problem. This innovation
has helped the North America Pringles busi-
ness achieve double-digit growth over the
past two years.

 

From R&D to C&D

 

Most companies are still clinging to what we
call the invention model, centered on a bricks-
and-mortar R&D infrastructure and the idea
that their innovation must principally reside
within their own four walls. To be sure, these
companies are increasingly trying to buttress
their laboring R&D departments with acquisi-
tions, alliances, licensing, and selective innova-
tion outsourcing. And they’re launching
Skunk Works, improving collaboration be-
tween marketing and R&D, tightening go-to-
market criteria, and strengthening product
portfolio management.

But these are incremental changes, bandages
on a broken model. Strong words, perhaps, but
consider the facts: Most mature companies have
to create organic growth of 4% to 6% year in,
year out. How are they going to do it? For P&G,
that’s the equivalent of building a $4 billion
business this year alone. Not long ago, when
companies were smaller and the world was less
competitive, firms could rely on internal R&D
to drive that kind of growth. For generations, in
fact, P&G created most of its phenomenal
growth by innovating from within—building
global research facilities and hiring and holding
on to the best talent in the world. That worked
well when we were a $25 billion company; to-
day, we’re an almost $70 billion company.

By 2000, it was clear to us that our invent-it-
ourselves model was not capable of sustaining
high levels of top-line growth. The explosion of
new technologies was putting ever more pres-
sure on our innovation budgets. Our R&D pro-
ductivity had leveled off, and our innovation
success rate—the percentage of new products
that met financial objectives—had stagnated
at about 35%. Squeezed by nimble competitors,
flattening sales, lackluster new launches, and a
quarterly earnings miss, we lost more than half
our market cap when our stock slid from $118
to $52 a share. Talk about a wake-up call.

The world’s innovation landscape had
changed, yet we hadn’t changed our own inno-
vation model since the late 1980s, when we
moved from a centralized approach to a globally
networked internal model—what Christopher

Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal call the transna-
tional model in Managing Across Borders.

We discovered that important innovation
was increasingly being done at small and mid-
size entrepreneurial companies. Even individuals
were eager to license and sell their intellectual
property. University and government labs had
become more interested in forming industry
partnerships, and they were hungry for ways to
monetize their research. The Internet had
opened up access to talent markets throughout
the world. And a few forward-looking compa-
nies like IBM and Eli Lilly were beginning to
experiment with the new concept of open in-
novation, leveraging one another’s (even com-
petitors’) innovation assets—products, intel-
lectual property, and people.

As was the case for P&G in 2000, R&D pro-
ductivity at most mature, innovation-based
companies today is flat while innovation costs
are climbing faster than top-line growth. (Not
many CEOs are going to their CTOs and saying,
“Here, have some more money for innovation.”)
Meanwhile, these companies are facing a
growth mandate that their existing innovation
models can’t possibly support. In 2000, real-
izing that P&G couldn’t meet its growth ob-
jectives by spending more and more on R&D
for less and less payoff, our newly appointed
CEO, A.G. Lafley, challenged us to reinvent the
company’s innovation business model.

We knew that most of P&G’s best innova-
tions had come from connecting ideas across
internal businesses. And after studying the per-
formance of a small number of products we’d
acquired beyond our own labs, we knew that
external connections could produce highly prof-
itable innovations, too. Betting that these
connections were the key to future growth,
Lafley made it our goal to acquire 50% of our
innovations outside the company. The strategy
wasn’t to replace the capabilities of our 7,500
researchers and support staff, but to better
leverage them. Half of our new products, Laf-
ley said, would come from our own labs, and
half would come through them.

It was, and still is, a radical idea. As we studied
outside sources of innovation, we estimated that
for every P&G researcher there were 200 scien-
tists or engineers elsewhere in the world who
were just as good—a total of perhaps 1.5 million
people whose talents we could potentially use.
But tapping into the creative thinking of inven-
tors and others on the outside would require
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massive operational changes. We needed to
move the company’s attitude from resistance to
innovations “not invented here” to enthusiasm
for those “proudly found elsewhere.” And we
needed to change how we defined, and per-
ceived, our R&D organization—from 7,500
people inside to 7,500 plus 1.5 million out-
side, with a permeable boundary between
them.

It was against this backdrop that we created
our connect and develop innovation model.
With a clear sense of consumers’ needs, we
could identify promising ideas throughout
the world and apply our own R&D, manufac-
turing, marketing, and purchasing capabilities
to them to create better and cheaper prod-
ucts, faster.

The model works. Today, more than 35% of
our new products in market have elements that
originated from outside P&G, up from about
15% in 2000. And 45% of the initiatives in our
product development portfolio have key ele-
ments that were discovered externally. Through
connect and develop—along with improve-
ments in other aspects of innovation related to
product cost, design, and marketing—our R&D
productivity has increased by nearly 60%. Our
innovation success rate has more than doubled,
while the cost of innovation has fallen. R&D
investment as a percentage of sales is down
from 4.8% in 2000 to 3.4% today. And, in the
last two years, we’ve launched more than 100
new products for which some aspect of execu-
tion came from outside the company. Five years
after the company’s stock collapse in 2000, we
have doubled our share price and have a port-
folio of 22 billion-dollar brands.

According to a recent Conference Board sur-
vey of CEOs and board chairs, executives’
number one concern is “sustained and steady
top-line growth.” CEOs understand the impor-
tance of innovation to growth, yet how many
have overhauled their basic approach to innova-
tion? Until companies realize that the innova-
tion landscape has changed and acknowledge
that their current model is unsustainable, most
will find that the top-line growth they require
will elude them.

 

Where to Play

 

When people first hear about connect and de-
velop, they often think it’s the same as outsourc-
ing innovation—contracting with outsiders to
develop innovations for P&G. But it’s not. Out-

sourcing strategies typically just transfer work
to lower-cost providers. Connect and develop,
by contrast, is about finding good ideas and
bringing them in to enhance and capitalize on
internal capabilities.

To do this, we collaborate with organizations
and individuals around the world, systemati-
cally searching for proven technologies, pack-
ages, and products that we can improve, scale
up, and market, either on our own or in part-
nership with other companies. Among the most
successful products we’ve brought to market
through connect and develop are Olay Regener-
ist, Swiffer Dusters, and the Crest SpinBrush.

For connect and develop to work, we real-
ized, it was crucial to know exactly what we
were looking for, or where to play. If we’d set
out without carefully defined targets, we’d
have found loads of ideas but perhaps none
that were useful to us. So we established from
the start that we would seek ideas that had
some degree of success already; we needed to
see, at least, working products, prototypes, or
technologies, and (for products) evidence of
consumer interest. And we would focus on
ideas and products that would benefit specifi-
cally from the application of P&G technology,
marketing, distribution, or other capabilities.

Then we determined the areas in which we
would look for these proven ideas. P&G is per-
haps best known for its personal hygiene and
household-cleaning products—brands like Crest,
Charmin, Pampers, Tide, and Downy. Yet we
produce more than 300 brands that span, in
addition to hygiene and cleaning, snacks and
beverages, pet nutrition, prescription drugs, fra-
grances, cosmetics, and many other categories.
And we spend almost $2 billion a year on R&D
across 150 science areas, including materials,
biotechnology, imaging, nutrition, veterinary
medicine, and even robotics.

To focus our idea search, we directed our
surveillance to three environments:

Top ten consumer needs. Once a year, we
ask our businesses what consumer needs, when
addressed, will drive the growth of their brands.
This may seem like an obvious question, but in
most companies, researchers are working on
the problems that they find interesting rather
than those that might contribute to brand
growth. This inquiry produces a top-ten-needs
list for each business and one for the company
overall. The company list, for example, includes
needs such as “reduce wrinkles, improve skin

Most companies are still 

clinging to a bricks-and-

mortar R&D 

infrastructure and the 

idea that their 

innovation must 

principally reside within 

their own four walls.
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texture and tone,” “improve soil repellency and
restoration of hard surfaces,” “create softer
paper products with lower lint and higher wet
strength,” and “prevent or minimize the severity
and duration of cold symptoms.”

These needs lists are then developed into
science problems to be solved. The problems
are often spelled out in technology briefs, like
the one we sent out to find an ink-jet process for
Pringles Prints. To take another example, a
major laundry need is for products that
clean effectively using cold water. So, in our
search for relevant innovations, we’re looking
for chemistry and biotechnology solutions that
allow products to work well at low tempera-
tures. Maybe the answer to our cold-water-
cleaning problem is in a lab that’s studying
enzymatic reactions in microbes that thrive
under polar ice caps, and we need only to find
the lab.

Adjacencies. We also identify adjacencies—
that is, new products or concepts that can help us
take advantage of existing brand equity. We
might, for instance, ask which baby care items—
such as wipes and changing pads—are adjacent
to our Pampers disposable diapers, and then
seek out innovative emerging products or rele-
vant technologies in those categories. By target-
ing adjacencies in oral care, we’ve expanded the
Crest brand beyond toothpaste to include whit-
ening strips, power toothbrushes, and flosses.

Technology game boards. Finally, in some
areas, we use what we call technology game
boards to evaluate how technology acquisition
moves in one area might affect products in other
categories. Conceptually, working with these
planning tools is like playing a multilevel game
of chess. They help us explore questions such as
“Which of our key technologies do we want to
strengthen?” “Which technologies do we want
to acquire to help us better compete with
rivals?” and “Of those that we already own,
which do we want to license, sell, or codevelop
further?” The answers provide an array of broad
targets for our innovation searches and, as im-
portant, tell us where we shouldn’t be looking.

 

How to Network

 

Our global networks are the platform for the
activities that, together, constitute the connect-
and-develop strategy. But networks themselves
don’t provide competitive advantage any more
than the phone system does. It’s how you build
and use them that matters.

Within the boundaries defined by our needs
lists, adjacency maps, and technology game
boards, no source of ideas is off-limits. We tap
closed proprietary networks and open networks
of individuals and organizations available to
any company. Using these networks, we look
for ideas in government and private labs, as
well as academic and other research institu-
tions; we tap suppliers, retailers, competitors,
development and trade partners, VC firms, and
individual entrepreneurs.

Here are several core networks that we use
to seek out new ideas. This is not an exhaustive
list; rather, it is a snapshot of the networking
capabilities that we’ve found most useful.

Proprietary networks. We rely on several
proprietary networks developed specifically to
facilitate connect-and-develop activities. Here
are two of the largest ones.

Technology entrepreneurs. Much of the opera-
tion and momentum of connect and develop
depends on our network of 70 technology entre-
preneurs based around the world. These senior
P&G people lead the development of our needs
lists, create adjacency maps and technology
game boards, and write the technology briefs
that define the problems we are trying to solve.
They create external connections by, for exam-
ple, meeting with university and industry re-
searchers and forming supplier networks, and
they actively promote these connections to deci-
sion makers in P&G’s business units.

The technology entrepreneurs combine
aggressive mining of the scientific literature,
patent databases, and other data sources with
physical prospecting for ideas—say, surveying
the shelves of a store in Rome or combing prod-
uct and technology fairs. Although it’s effec-
tive and necessary to scout for ideas electroni-
cally, it’s not sufficient. It was a technology
entrepreneur who, exploring a local market
in Japan, discovered what ultimately became
the Mr. Clean Magic Eraser. We surely wouldn’t
have found it otherwise. (See the exhibit “The
Osaka Connection.”)

The technology entrepreneurs work out of
six connect-and-develop hubs, in China, India,
Japan, Western Europe, Latin America, and the
United States. Each hub focuses on finding
products and technologies that, in a sense, are
specialties of its region: The China hub, for
example, looks in particular for new high-
quality materials and cost innovations (prod-
ucts that exploit China’s unique ability to make
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things at low cost). The India hub seeks out
local talent in the sciences to solve problems—
in our manufacturing processes, for instance—
using tools like computer modeling.

Thus far, our technology entrepreneurs have
identified more than 10,000 products, product
ideas, and promising technologies. Each of
these discoveries has undergone a formal eval-
uation, as we’ll describe further on.

Suppliers. Our top 15 suppliers have an esti-
mated combined R&D staff of 50,000. As we
built connect and develop, it didn’t take us
long to realize that they represented a huge
potential source of innovation. So we created
a secure IT platform that would allow us to
share technology briefs with our suppliers. If
we’re trying to find ways to make detergent

perfume last longer after clothes come out of
the dryer, for instance, one of our chemical
suppliers may well have the solution. (Suppli-
ers can’t see others’ responses, of course.)
Since creating our supplier network, we’ve
seen a 30% increase in innovation projects
jointly staffed with P&G’s and suppliers’ re-
searchers. In some cases, suppliers’ research-
ers come to work in our labs, and in others, we
work in theirs—an example of what we call
“cocreation,” a type of collaboration that goes
well beyond typical joint development.

We also hold top-to-top meetings with
suppliers so our senior leaders can interact
with theirs. These meetings, along with our
shared-staff arrangements, improve relation-
ships, increase the flow of ideas, and strengthen
each company’s understanding of the other’s
capabilities—all of which helps us innovate.

Open networks. A complement to our propri-
etary networks are open networks. The follow-
ing four are particularly fruitful connect-and-
develop resources.

NineSigma. P&G helped create NineSigma,
one of several firms connecting companies that
have science and technology problems with
companies, universities, government and pri-
vate labs, and consultants that can develop solu-
tions. Say you have a technical problem you
want to crack—for P&G, as you’ll recall, one
such problem is cold-temperature washing.
NineSigma creates a technology brief that
describes the problem, and sends this to its net-
work of thousands of possible solution providers
worldwide. Any solver can submit a nonconfi-
dential proposal back to NineSigma, which is
transmitted to the contracting company. If the
company likes the proposal, NineSigma con-
nects the company and solver, and the project
proceeds from there. We’ve distributed technol-
ogy briefs to more than 700,000 people through
NineSigma and have as a result completed over
100 projects, with 45% of them leading to agree-
ments for further collaboration.

InnoCentive. Founded by Eli Lilly, InnoCen-
tive is similar to NineSigma—but rather than
connect companies with contract partners to
solve broad problems across many disciplines,
InnoCentive brokers solutions to more nar-
rowly defined scientific problems. For example,
we might have an industrial chemical reac-
tion that takes five steps to accomplish and
want to know if it can be done in three. We’ll
put the question to InnoCentive’s 75,000 con-

 

The Osaka Connection

 

In the connect-and-develop world, chance favors the prepared mind. When one of 
P&G’s technology entrepreneurs discovered a stain-removing sponge in a market 
in Osaka, Japan, he sent it to the company for evaluation. The resulting product, 
the Mr. Clean Magic Eraser, is now in third-generation development and has 
achieved double its projected revenues.

German chemical company BASF 
manufactures a melamine resin foam 
called Basotect for soundproofing and 
insulation in the construction and auto-
motive industries.

LEC, a Tokyo-based consumer-products 
company, markets Basotect foam in 
Japan as a household sponge called 
Cleenpro.

 

2001

 

Discover

 

Japan-based technology entrepreneur 
with P&G discovers the product in an 
Osaka grocery store, evaluates its mar-
ket performance in Japan, and estab-
lishes its fit with the P&G home-care 
product development and marketing 
criteria.

 

2002

 

Evaluate

 

The technology entrepreneur sends 
samples to R&D product researchers in 
Cincinnati for performance evaluation 
and posts a product description and 
evaluation of market potential on P&G’s 
internal “eureka catalog” network.

Market research confirms enthusi-
asm for the product. Product is moved 
into portfolio for development; P&G ne-
gotiates purchase of Basotect from BASF 
and terms for further collaboration.

 

2003

 

Launch

 

Basotect is packaged as-is and launched 
nationally as Mr. Clean Magic Eraser.

Mr. Clean Magic Eraser is launched in 
Europe.

BASF and P&G researchers collabo-
rate in shared labs to improve Basotect’s 
cleaning properties, durability, and ver-
satility.

 

2004

 

Cocreate

 

The first cocreated Basotect product, the 
Magic Eraser Duo, is launched nation-
ally in the United States.

The cocreated Magic Eraser Wheel & 
Tire is launched nationally in the United 
States.

BASF and P&G collaborate on next-
generation Magic Eraser products.
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tract scientists and see what we get back.
We’ve had problems solved by a graduate stu-
dent in Spain, a chemist in India, a freelance
chemistry consultant in the United States, and
an agricultural chemist in Italy. About a third of
the problems we’ve posted through InnoCen-
tive have been solved.

YourEncore. In 2003, we laid the ground-
work for a business called YourEncore. Now
operated independently, it connects about
800 high-performing retired scientists and en-
gineers from 150 companies with client busi-
nesses. By using YourEncore, companies can
bring people with deep experience and new
ways of thinking from other organizations and
industries into their own.

Through YourEncore, you can contract with
a retiree who has relevant experience for a spe-
cific, short-term assignment (compensation is
based on the person’s preretirement salary, ad-
justed for inflation). For example, we might
tap a former Boeing engineer with expertise in
virtual aircraft design to apply his or her skills
in virtual product prototyping and manufac-
turing design at P&G, even though our
projects have nothing to do with aviation.
What makes this model so powerful is that cli-
ent companies can experiment at low cost and
with little risk on cross-disciplinary approaches
to problem solving. At any point, we might
have 20 retirees from YourEncore working on
P&G problems.

Yet2.com. Six years ago, P&G joined a
group of Fortune 100 companies as an initial
investor in Yet2.com, an online marketplace

for intellectual property exchange. Unlike
NineSigma and InnoCentive, which focus on
helping companies find solutions to technol-
ogy problems, Yet2.com brokers technology
transfer both into and out of companies, uni-
versities, and government labs. Yet2.com
works with clients to write briefs describing
the technology that they’re seeking or mak-
ing available for license or purchase, and dis-
tributes these briefs throughout a global net-
work of businesses, labs, and institutions.
Network members interested in posted briefs
contact Yet2.com and request an introduc-
tion to the relevant client. Once introduced,
the parties negotiate directly with each
other. Through Yet2.com, P&G was able to li-
cense its low-cost microneedle technology to
a company specializing in drug delivery. As a
result of this relationship, we have ourselves
licensed technology that has applications in
some of our core businesses.

 

When to Engage

 

Once products and ideas are identified by our
networks around the world, we need to screen
them internally. All the screening methods are
driven by a core understanding, pushed down
through the entire organization, of what we’re
looking for. It’s beyond the scope of this article
to describe all of the processes we use to eval-
uate ideas from outside. But a look at how we
might screen a new product found by a tech-
nology entrepreneur illustrates one common
approach.

When our technology entrepreneurs are
meeting with lab heads, scanning patents, or
selecting products off store shelves, they’re
conducting an initial screening in real time:
Which products, technologies, or ideas meet
P&G’s where-to-play criteria? Let’s assume a
technology entrepreneur finds a promising
product on a store shelf that passes this initial
screening. His or her next step will be to log the
product into our online “eureka catalog,” using a
template that helps organize certain facts about
the product: What is it? How does it meet our
business needs? Are its patents available? What
are its current sales? The catalog’s descriptions
and pictures (which have a kind of Sharper
Image feel) are distributed to general managers,
brand managers, R&D teams, and others
throughout the company worldwide, accord-
ing to their interests, for evaluation.

Meanwhile, the technology entrepreneur

 

Leading Connect and Develop

 

The connect-and-develop strategy re-

quires that a senior executive have day-

to-day accountability for its vision, oper-

ations, and performance. At P&G, the 

vice president for innovation and knowl-

edge has this responsibility. Connect-

and-develop leaders from each of the 

business units at P&G have dotted-line 

reporting relationships with the VP. The 

managers for our virtual R&D networks 

(such as NineSigma and our supplier 

network), the technology entrepreneur 

and hub network, our connect-and-

develop legal resources, and our train-

ing resources report directly.

The VP oversees the development of 

networks and new programs, manages a 

corporate budget, and monitors the pro-

ductivity of networks and activities. This 

includes tracking the performance of tal-

ent markets like NineSigma and Inno-

Centive as well as measuring connect-

and-develop productivity by region—

evaluating, for example, the costs and 

output (as measured by products in 

market) of foreign hubs. Productivity 

measurements for the entire program 

are reported annually.
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may actively promote the product to specific
managers in relevant lines of business. If an
item captures the attention of, say, the director
of the baby care business, she will assess its
alignment with the goals of the business and
subject it to a battery of practical questions—
such as whether P&G has the technical infra-
structure needed to develop the product—
meant to identify any showstopping impedi-
ments to development. The director will also
gauge the product’s business potential. If the
item continues to look promising, it may be
tested in consumer panels and, if the response
is positive, moved into our product develop-
ment portfolio. Then we’ll engage our external
business development (EBD) group to contact
the product’s manufacturer and begin negoti-
ating licensing, collaboration, or other deal
structures. (The EBD group is also responsi-
ble for licensing P&G’s intellectual property to
third parties. Often, we find that the most
profitable arrangements are ones where we
both license to and license from the same com-
pany.) At this point, the product found on the
outside has entered a development pipeline
similar in many ways to that for any product
developed in-house.

The process, of course, is more complex and
rigorous than this thumbnail sketch suggests.
In the end, for every 100 ideas found on the
outside, only one ends up in the market.

 

Push the Culture

 

No amount of idea hunting on the outside will
pay off if, internally, the organization isn’t be-
hind the program. Once an idea gets into the de-
velopment pipeline, it needs R&D, manufactur-

ing, market research, marketing, and other
functions pulling for it. But, as you know, until
very recently, P&G was deeply centralized and
internally focused. For connect and develop to
work, we’ve had to nurture an internal culture
change while developing systems for making
connections. And that has involved not only
opening the company’s floodgates to ideas from
the outside but actively promoting internal idea
exchanges as well.

For any product development program, we
tell R&D staff that they should start by finding
out whether related work is being done else-
where in the company; then they should see if
an external source—a partner or supplier, for
instance—has a solution. Only if those two
avenues yield nothing should we consider in-
venting a solution from scratch. Wherever the
solution comes from (inside or out), if the end
product succeeds in the marketplace, the re-
wards for employees involved in its develop-
ment are the same. In fact, to the extent that
employees get recognition for the speed of
product development, our reward systems actu-
ally favor innovations developed from outside
ideas since, like Pringles Prints, these often
move more quickly from concept to market.

We have two broad goals for this reward
structure. One is to make sure that the best
ideas, wherever they come from, rise to the
surface. The other is to exert steady pressure
on the culture, to continue to shift mind-sets
away from resistance to “not invented here.”
Early on, employees were anxious that connect
and develop might eliminate jobs or that P&G
would lose capabilities. That stands to reason,
since as you increase the ideas coming in from
the outside you might expect an equivalent de-
crease in the need for internal ideas. But with
our growth objectives, there is no limit to our
need for solid business-building ideas. Connect
and develop has not eliminated R&D jobs, and
it has actually required the company to develop
new skills. There are still pockets within P&G
that have not embraced connect and develop,
but the trend has been toward accepting the
approach, even championing it, as its benefits
have accrued and people have seen that it rein-
forces their own work.

 

Adapt or Die

 

We believe that connect and develop will
become the dominant innovation model in
the twenty-first century. For most compa-

 

Words of Warning

 

Procter & Gamble’s development and 
implementation of connect and develop 
has unfolded over many years. There 
have been some hiccups along the way, 
but largely it has been a methodical pro-
cess of learning by doing, abandoning 
what doesn’t work and expanding what 
does. Over five years in, we’ve identified 
three core requirements for a successful 
connect-and-develop strategy.

 

•

 

Never assume that “ready to go” 
ideas found outside are truly ready 

to go. There will always be develop-
ment work to do, including risky 
scale-up.

 

•

 

Don’t underestimate the internal re-
sources required. You’ll need a full-
time, senior executive to run any 
connect-and-develop initiative.

 

•

 

Never launch without a mandate 
from the CEO. Connect and develop 
cannot succeed if it’s cordoned off in 
R&D. It must be a top-down, com-
panywide strategy.
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nies, as we’ve argued, the alternative invent-
it-ourselves model is a sure path to dimin-
ishing returns.

To succeed, connect and develop must be
driven by the top leaders in the organization.
It is destined to fail if it is seen as solely an R&D
strategy or isolated as an experiment in some
other corner of the company. As Lafley did at
P&G, the CEO of any organization must
make it an explicit company strategy and pri-
ority to capture a certain amount of innova-
tion externally. In our case, the target is a

demanding—even radical—50%, but we’re
well on our way to achieving it.

Don’t postpone crafting a connect-and-
develop strategy, and don’t approach the pro-
cess incrementally. Companies that fail to adapt
to this model won’t survive the competition.
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A R T I C L E S

 

Productive Friction: How Difficult 
Business Partnerships Can Accelerate 
Innovation

 

by John Hagel III and John Seely Brown

 

Harvard Business Review

 

February 2005
Product no. R0502D

Collaborating with outside sources of ideas can 
raise challenges—such as the need to negoti-
ate terms, monitor performance, and handle 
misunderstandings arising from diverse back-
grounds and skill sets. Master these challenges, 
and you reap the full benefits of connect and 
develop, including strengthening your own ca-
pabilities and innovating faster than competi-
tors. The authors recommend several strate-
gies: Articulate performance goals that 
everyone buys into. Then make sure people are 
using tangible prototypes to wrangle over. As-
semble teams with committed people who 
bring different perspectives to the table. As 
members handle individual problems, con-
tinue cultivating trust and shared objectives 
between the parties. You’ll create a united front 
and prevent your partnership from disintegrat-
ing into rivalrous competition.

Customers as Innovators: A New Way to 
Create Value

 

by Stefan Thomke and Eric von Hippel

 

Harvard Business Review

 

April 2002
Product no. R0204F

The authors advocate use of an additional ex-
ternal source of innovation: your customers. By 
equipping customers with high-tech but user-
friendly tool kits featuring computer simula-
tion and rapid prototyping, you turn them into 
“do-it-yourself” innovators who develop their 
own new products that perfectly suit their 
needs. For example, semiconductor manufac-
turer LSI Logic lets customers test chip designs, 
using simulation and digital prototypes.

When to make your customers innovators? 
Under three conditions: 1) Customers increas-
ingly want customized products and your de-
sign and manufacturing costs are skyrocket-
ing. 2) Customers are complaining about 
product-development mistakes and delays. 
3) You already use computer-based simulation 
and rapid prototyping internally and can 
manufacture custom products through 
computer-adjusted processes.
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